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Dear Sirs 
 
Re: Proposed change of use of first floor accommodation at 1A Layton Road to provide document 
storage. 
 
We are instructed by our Clients, Sandhill Investments Ltd, to submit an application for the change of 
use of the above property from its current residential use to provide accommodation for the storage 
of business-related documents etc (Class B8). 
 
The application includes the following: 
 

1. Completed planning application form, together with details of ownership. 
 

2. Site location plan and block plan. 
 

3. Internal layout plan . 
 
In support of our Clients proposal we would make the following points: 
 
The application relates solely to the first floor accommodation at 1 Layton Road which is presently a 
vacant self-contained one bedroom flat with its own access from the shared courtyard to the rear. 
 
Whilst the ground floor of the premises has been, and continues to be, in commercial use, the first 
floor accommodation has been vacant since 2009.  The property has suffered subsidence in the past  
as a result of which the floors on the first floor  are not level, significant investment would be required 
in order to bring the accommodation up to an appropriate standard and this simply is not justified in 
relation to this particular property in current market conditions (see below).  Consequently, our 
Clients have identified an appropriate alternative use for the accommodation which will provide an 
income and, thereby, contribute to the maintenance and upkeep of the property as a whole. 
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No alterations to the property are envisaged, the kitchen and bathroom facilities would be retained, 
but the rooms identified on the attached plan as the lounge and bedroom would be used for the 
storage of documents etc in relation to a business operating elsewhere – the retention of paper 
records is a particular space issue for many businesses and it is clear that this property can provide 
ideal accommodation of this nature for an existing small business in the locality. 
 
It is not envisaged that there would be any full-time staff presence on the site (although the 
kitchen/bathroom facilities would be retained for when people were present), self-evidently, the level 
of activity and storage would be dictated by the size and character of the property itself and, whilst 
there would be vehicle movements associated with its use, these are expected to be less than those 
associated with a residential use.  The proposed storage use would not generate any significant noise 
that might disturb adjacent occupiers. 
 
From a policy point of view, we have been unable to identify any policy in your development plan that 
looks to protect residential accommodation of this type.  To the contrary, we note that paragraph 
2.22 of the Core Strategy acknowledges that there is an over-supply of smaller properties, such as 
this, across the Borough, this approach is taken forward in relation to Policy CS13(c) which indicates 
that only in specific circumstances will flats be permitted because they would further intensify the 
over-concentration of such accommodation.  Therefore, although the application premises have been 
vacant for a prolonged period, the proposed change of use will, in a modest fashion, contribute to 
relieving the over-supply of this type of residential accommodation. 
 
However, as described above, it is clearly very desirable that a use for the application premises is 
identified as it provides for the sustainable use of an existing resource, provides an income to our 
Clients contributing to the maintenance of the property, and will assist its eventual occupiers in the 
success of their business.  Policy CS3 of the Core Strategy indicates that sustainable economic 
development will be supported and this proposal would appear to be entirely consistent with this 
objective. 
 
We hope you will agree for the above reasons that the application proposal represents an appropriate 
proposal for the re-use of the application premises and that you will, therefore be prepared to grant 
planning permission for the proposed change of use. If you have any queries or require further 
information, please do not hesitate to contact us. 
 
Yours faithfully 
 
 
 
 
M GILBERT 


